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Bike the Trail — Ride the Rail

 Object 
The object of the game is to be the first one to complete the path around a Cuyahoga Valley National Park trail.

 Equipment
To play you need the game board, spinner, game cards (separated by category), die and tokens (one per player). A calculator may 
be necessary for the math cards.

 Rules of the game
1. Each player throws the die. The player with the highest score goes first and game play moves clockwise around the table.

2. Each player puts a token on the “Bike the Trail” space.

3. The first player selects a card and answers the question on it. If the answer is correct, the player may spin the spinner 
and move the number of spaces selected. If the answer is incorrect, the player does not move a space. (The teacher or the 
student may select the question category.) 

4. Play follows around the table.

5. The winner is the first one to reach the finish space.

 Modification to the rules
If a player lands on the space of another player, he/she can send that token back one, two or three spaces. (The number of spaces 
could be designated by the teacher or students prior to the start of the game.)

 Park ranger
Each team can have a park ranger as part of the group. He/she can read the question to the player or allow the player to read the 
question. The ranger will use the card to determine if the answer is correct.
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Animal Recognition

1. Name the animal.

a. raccoon

b. squirrel

c. badger

Animal Recognition

3. Name the bird.

a. eagle

b. ovenbird

c. cardinal

Animal Recognition

5. Name the fish.

a. riverside shark

b. steelhead trout

c. catfish

Animal Recognition

7. Name the animal.

a. woodland jumping mouse

b. black-footed mouse

c. Michigan rat

Animal Recognition

2. Name the insect.

a. praying mantis

b. wasp

c. blueberry dragonfly

Animal Recognition

4. Name the reptile.

a. snapping turtle

b. ocean turtle

Animal Recognition

6. Name the bird.

a. pelican

b. stork

c. great blue heron

Animal Recognition

8. Name the animal.

a. Indiana bat

b. flying squirrel

c. flying bat

Animal Recognition Game Cards
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Animal Recognition

9. Name the insect.

a. spring azure butterfly

b. monarch butterfly

Animal Recognition

11. Name the reptile.

a. cobra

b. eastern milk snake

c. rattler

Animal Recognition

13. Name this animal.

a. raccoon

b. beaver

c. squirrel

Animal Recognition

15. Name this amphibian.

a. spotted salamander

b. spotted alligator

c. spotted land fish

Animal Recognition

10. Name the animal.

a. dog

b. wolf

c. coyote

Animal Recognition

12. Name this bird.

a. great blue heron

b. albatross

c. bald eagle

Animal Recognition

14. Name this insect.

a. praying mantis

b. wasp

c. dragonfly

Animal Recognition

16. Name this bird.

a. Indiana owl

b. great horned owl

Animal Recognition Game Cards
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Animal Recognition

17. Name this mammal.

a. micro bat

b. Indiana bat

Animal Recognition

19. Name this fish.

a. spotted trout

b. lake sturgeon

c. lake shark

Animal Recognition

18. Name this bird.

a. bald eagle

b. great blue heron

c. red-tailed hawk

Animal Recognition

20. Name this animal.

a. coyote

b. wolf

c. gray fox

Animal Recognition Game Cards
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Language Arts

1. Context clues: 
Cooperative nest-building between the male and 
female bonds an eagle pair closer together and 
prepares them to work as a team to raise their 
eaglets. Bald eagles are monogamous, and it is 
believed that they mate for life.

Based on the sentences above, what is the meaning 
of monogamous? 

a. meat eaters
b. choosy about food
c. loyal to a mate
d. helpful to others

Language Arts Game Cards

Language Arts

3. Root words, prefixes and suffixes:
The Frazee House in Cuyahoga Valley National Park 
is a vernacular building. 

Vernacular comes from the Latin word vernaculus, 
which means native. Using this knowledge, we can 
assume the house is made from _______________.

a. local building materials
b. imported bricks
c. wood brought in from unexplored areas
d. foreign material

Language Arts

5. Recognizing stated information:
Most lakes, ponds and rivers in Cuyahoga Valley National 
Park are protected. Although recreational fishing is 
permitted, the National Park Service tries to keep aquatic 
habitats natural. It is illegal to introduce new species by 
using live minnows or fish eggs as bait.

The main point of the paragraph above is that ________.
a. lakes will be restocked each year, and the 

fishermen shouldn’t do it.
b. fishing is strongly discouraged in the national 

park.
c. preserving natural habitat is important to the 

national park.
d. bait must be dead before you are allowed to 

use it.

Language Arts

2. Connotation and denotation:
The terrain of Cuyahoga Valley National Park 
includes stern valley walls, treacherous ravines, 
ponderous rock ledges and meandering streams.

Which adjective in the above sentence has a gentle 
connotation?

a. stern
b. treacherous
c. ponderous
d. meandering

Language Arts

4. Personification:
By studying and decoding the topographical map, 
Nathan and Casey could see that both rivers and 
glaciers had sculpted and polished the landscape of 
the park.
 
Which words in the sentence above are examples of 
personification?

a. studying and decoding
b. Nathan and Casey
c. rivers and glaciers
d. sculpted and polished 

Language Arts

6. Similes, metaphors and analogies:
Coyotes live in Cuyahoga Valley National Park and 
throughout Ohio. Some people think coyotes are 
like a double-edged sword because they can prey 
on small pets that are permitted to run free, but 
they also help by keeping the rodent population in 
control.

The second sentence above is an example of a(n) __.
a. simile
b. metaphor
c. analogy
d. personification
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Language Arts Game Cards
Language Arts

7. Author’s viewpoint:
I think people probably once introduced non-native 
fish into the park’s waters thinking there would be 
more fish to be caught, but they learned quickly that 
one species would become dominate and eliminate 
others.

The sentence above is written in which viewpoint? 
a. omniscient
b. limited omniscient
c. first person
d. none

Language Arts

9. Comparison and contrast:
Which of the following statements correctly 
compares coyotes to dogs? 

a. Coyotes have a longer nose compared to 
most dogs.

b. Coyotes walk with their tails hanging 
downward, while most dogs walk with 
their tails upward.

c. Coyotes follow a straight trail, while most 
dogs wander around.

d. Both animals are four-legged creatures that 
will eat a variety of food.

Language Arts

11. Fact and opinion:
Cuyahoga Valley National Park preserves the remains 
of Jaite Mill, once operated by a paper-making company 
founded in 1905. Many of its employees lived in the 
nearby village of Boston.

Which of the following statements would be an opinion? 
a. Charles Jaite, the founder of Jaite Paper 

Company, was born in Germany.
b. The first product made by Jaite Mill was paper 

used for flour bags.
c. The village of Boston would probably never 

have developed if it hadn’t been for Charles 
Jaite.

d. Charles Jaite was the president of the nearby 
Standard Bag and Paper Company in 1902.

Language Arts

8. Focusing a thesis statement:
Which of the following statements would make a good 
thesis statement for a classroom report? 

a. There are thousands of bird and waterfowl 
habitats recognized by the National Audubon 
Society.

b. Five rare species of birds nest in the restored 
grassland where the Richfield Coliseum once 
stood.

c. Bird migration patterns can teach countless 
things to scientists, ecologists and everyday bird 
watchers.

d. The 300-million-year creation of the Ritchie 
Ledges in the Virginia Kendall area, from ancient 
seas through federally protected land, has 
produced an interesting habitat for over 20 
species of birds.

Language Arts

10. Cause and effect:
Exotic species of plants were brought to North 
America both accidentally and purposely. Sometimes 
they were planted intentionally for farming or 
medicinal purposes. Some species have become 
invasive by spreading rapidly, changing soil 
composition, affecting water chemistry and crowding 
other plant life.

What is a major cause of invasive plants in North 
America? 

a. rapid spreading
b. intentional planting and accidental seed 

dispersal
c. chemistry of the water
d. changing soil composition

Language Arts

12. Making inferences:
Deer begin to damage natural areas when their density 
reaches 10 to 20 deer per square mile. Recent deer 
population surveys in Cuyahoga Valley National Park 
estimate as many as 130 deer per square mile in some 
areas.

Which of the following statements can be inferred from 
the material above? 

a. The park will have to manage the deer 
population if it wants to continue to preserve 
the natural habitat.

b. Coyotes are predators of deer, but they don’t 
normally kill adults.

c. Too many people who live around the park are 
feeding the deer.

d. Drivers are being more cautious about deer in 
the roadways.
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Language Arts

13. Drawing conclusions:
The canal towpath that passes through Cuyahoga Valley 
National Park is believed to have been part of the Underground 
Railroad. Slaves trying to flee their captivity in southern states 
often had to leave behind family and friends; trust complete 
strangers both black and white; make long journeys, often on 
foot and without proper provisions; and risk capture, torture, 
punishment and return. Still, it is thought that some slaves 
found freedom by following the Ohio and Erie Canal north to 
Cleveland.

What conclusion can be drawn from the passage above? 
a. The park was part of the Underground Railroad at one 

time.
b. The decision to escape slavery took courage and thought.
c. Slavery would have continued without the canal system 

in the park.
d. Slaves always left their families behind during an escape.

Language Arts

15. Capitalization and spelling:
Which sentence is not capitalized and spelled 
correctly?

a. Scientists expected that the heavy browsing 
done by deer would damage habitat used by 
smaller animals.

b. Research was conducted in Cuyahoga Valley 
National Park using fenced and nonfenced 
areas to study the impacts of hungry deer. 

c. According to this Research, reducing the 
large number of deer in the park may 
be reducing the number of reptiles and 
amphibians.

d. That conclusion may not be accurate because 
other reasons for this unexpected difference 
have yet to be examined.

Language Arts

17. Correct syntax:
Which sentence below uses the clearest wording?

a. Confusing them for family calls, coyotes 
often respond to police sirens and train 
whistles with howls, barks and growls.

b. Confusing them for family calls, coyotes 
often respond with howls, barks and 
growls to police sirens and train whistles.

c. Confusing them for family calls, police 
sirens and train whistles often are 
responded to with howls, barks and growls 
of coyotes.

d. Police sirens and train whistles often 
confuse coyotes with howls, barks and 
growls who respond.

Language Arts

14. Punctuation:
Which statement below has incorrect comma usage?

a. Hayward Kendall donated 430 acres to the 
state, the area became known as Virginia 
Kendall Park in remembrance of his 
mother.

b. On December 27, 1974, President Ford 
signed the bill that officially established 
the national park.

c. Rainwater washes automotive oils, 
fertilizers, pesticides, detergents, trash and 
soil downstream to rivers and lakes in the 
national park.

d. Bikes, snowshoes and skis are all available 
for rent in the park.

Language Arts

16. Subject-verb agreement:
Which sentence below shows accurate subject-verb 
agreement?

a. Cuyahoga Valley National Park, with its wooded 
wetlands and healthy fish populations, are an ideal 
place to locate and observe a great blue heronry like 
the one near Bath Road.

b. With its wooded wetlands and healthy fish 
populations, Cuyahoga Valley National Park offer 
ideal places to locate and observe a great blue 
heronry like the one near Bath Road.

c. An ideal place to locate and observe a great blue 
heronry like the one on Bath Road are in Cuyahoga 
Valley National Park’s wooded wetlands and healthy 
fish populations.

d. Cuyahoga Valley National Park, with its wooded 
wetlands and healthy fish populations, is an ideal 
place to locate and observe a great blue heronry like 
the one on Bath Road.

Language Arts

18. Adjectives and adverbs:
Which sentence below uses the correct adjectives 
and adverbs?

a. Restoring wetlands in Cuyahoga Valley 
National Park is a painstaking process and 
must be done slow.

b. Restoring wetlands in Cuyahoga Valley 
National Park is a painstaking process and 
must be done slower.

c. Restoring wetlands in Cuyahoga Valley 
National Park is a painstakingly process 
and must be done slow.

d. Restoring wetlands in Cuyahoga Valley 
National Park is a painstaking process and 
must be done slowly.
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Language Arts

19. Persuasive techniques: 
Which sentence below is using the bandwagon 
persuasive technique in order to influence the reader?

a. There are currently three colonies of nesting 
herons, or heronries, in Cuyahoga Valley 
National Park, and park officials are happy with 
their success.

b. Many students your age have volunteered in 
Cuyahoga Valley National Park; it’s time for you 
to join the team and get involved, too.

c. Trillium, a park wildflower, only reproduces 
when it can reach a certain height, and the deer 
in the park are eating the plant before it can 
make seeds.

d. Over 60 species of butterflies have been 
found in the beautiful meadows and forests of 
Cuyahoga Valley National Park.

Language Arts

20. Sentence completeness:
Which sentence below is not complete?

a. The amount of paving in neighboring 
communities actually has a big impact on 
lakes, streams and rivers in Cuyahoga Valley 
National Park.

b. Making wise choices about how you change 
your automobile oil, mow and fertilize your 
yard and even run your washing machine.

c. Enjoying the peace and beauty of Cuyahoga 
Valley National Park is the right of every 
American.

d. The return of the bald eagle to the 
Cuyahoga Valley is a cause for celebration, a 
hopeful sign that we are moving in the right 
direction.

Language Arts Game Cards
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Mathematics

1. The Ohio and Erie Canal runs between Lake 
Erie and the Ohio River for 308 miles. Sixteen 
of those miles (between Cleveland and 
Akron) are located within the boundaries of 
the CVNP. Approximately what percent of 
the canal is in the park?

a. 6 percent
b. 95 percent
c. 20 percent
d. 16 percent

Mathematics

3. Bald eagles returned to the park in 2006. 
A small eagle is about 30 inches long. Its 
wingspan is about seven feet. What is the 
ratio of the length to the wingspan?

a. 84/30
b. 30/7
c. 30/84
d. 7/30

Mathematics

5. Five percent, or 1,350 acres, of the park is 
farmland. How would five percent be written 
as a decimal?

a. 0.5
b. 0.05
c. 5.0
d. 5.00

Mathematics

7. Cross Country Trail is 2½ miles long. Tree 
Farm Trail is 2.75 miles. Boston Run Trail is 
3.5 miles and the intermediate loop on Old 
Carriage Trail is 3¼ miles. Put these in order 
from shortest to longest trail.

a. 3.5, 3¼ , 2.75, 2½
b. 2½, 2.75, 3¼, 3.5
c. 3.5, 2.75, 3¼, 2½
d. 2½, 3¼, 2.75, 3.5

Mathematics

2. There is a 400-ft. difference in elevation 
between Cleveland and Akron. There are 
44 locks that were used to raise and lower 
boats. Estimate the average amount of feet 
that each of these “water elevators” raised or 
lowered the canal boats.

a. 5 feet
b. 10 feet
c. 15 feet
d. 20 feet

Mathematics

4. The Frazee family purchased 190 acres of 
land in the Cuyahoga Valley. An acre of 
land is equal to 4,840 square yards, so the 
family purchased 190 x 4,840, or 919,600, 
square yards of land. What does this number 
represent?

a. perimeter
b. volume
c. circumference
d. area

Mathematics

6. In 1994, there were 400,000 deer in the 
park. In 2006, there were 700,000. This is an 
increase of 75 percent. Write 75 percent as a 
fraction.

a. 75/100
b. 400,000/700,000
c. 3/4
d. 1½

Mathematics

8. About how many times greater is the 
number of species of plants than the number 
of species of birds?

a. 9 times greater
b. 4.5 times greater
c. 700 times greater
d. 3 times as many

Mathematics Game Cards
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Mathematics

9. Each lock in the canal was 90 feet long and 
15 feet wide and had a lift of eight to 10 
feet. If you wanted to find out how much 
water the lock would hold, you would find 
the__________.

a. area
b. perimeter
c. volume
d. surface area

Mathematics

11. About 2,486,000 people visited the park 
in 2007. Write this number in scientific 
notation.

a. 2 x 106

b. 24.86 x 105

c. 2.486 x 106

d. 2.486 x 10-6

Mathematics

13. The park has 194 species of birds and 43 
species of fish. What is the ratio of fish to 
birds?

a. 43/237
b. 237/43
c. 43/194
d. 194/43

Mathematics

15. It is believed that there are between 60 and 
100 coyotes living in the park. The numbers 
60 and 100 would be called what kind of 
data?

a. continuous data
b. discrete data
c. linear data
d. differentiated data

Mathematics

10. Twenty species of reptiles are found in the 
park. There are 11 snakes, eight turtles, and 
one skink. If you were out walking and you 
saw a reptile, what is the probability that it 
would not be a snake?

a. P(not a snake) = 11/9
b. P(not a snake) = 9/11
c. P(not a snake) = 9/20
d. P(not a snake) = 11/20

Mathematics

12. The canal was built using stones that were 
1 cubic foot (all six sides were 1 foot long). 
How many cubic feet does each stone equal?

a. 1 cu. ft.
b. 6 cu. ft.
c. 12 cu. ft.
d. 216 cu. ft.

Mathematics

14. It is believed that there are 130 deer per 
square mile of park, which means that each 
deer gets 214,449.2308 square feet of land. 
The eight in the decimal holds what value?

a. thousandths
b. tenths
c. ten-thousandths
d. hundredths

Mathematics

16. This year there were 128 active great blue 
heron nests in the CVNP. This number is two 
to what power?

a. 25

b. 26

c. 27

d. 28

Mathematics Game Cards
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Mathematics

17. In 2007, about 275 million people visited the 
park. Of this number, about 285 thousand 
stayed overnight. The percent of people 
staying overnight is about .1 percent. As a 
decimal, this is written .001. How would this 
be written in scientific notation?

a. 1 x 102

b. 1 x 10-2

c. 1 x 103

d. 1 x 10-3

Mathematics

19. In 1857, one canal boat carried 1,500 bushels 
of corn to market. The cost was $135. About 
how much did it cost to transport each 
bushel?

a. $10
b. $20
c. $30
d. $40

Mathematics

18. In 1857, it cost nine cents per bushel to ship 
corn on the Ohio Canal system. If you were 
the captain of the canal boat, what measure 
for the cargo hold would you need to know 
to determine how many bushels of corn you 
could carry?

a. area of the cargo hold
b. perimeter of the cargo hold
c. volume of the cargo hold
d. circumference of the cargo hold

Mathematics

20. Much of the CVNP is part of the Great Lakes 
Watershed. The Great Lakes hold 95 percent of 
the fresh surface water in the United States and 
20 percent of all the fresh water in the world. The 
Great Lakes hold 5,500 cubic miles of water. What 
is 95 percent as a fraction in lowest terms?

a. 95/100
b. 100/95
c. 19/20
d. 20/19

Mathematics Game Cards
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Science

1. In order to properly manage a resource such 
as Cuyahoga Valley National Park, we must 
understand the science of nature. Water moves 
through the environment in a series of events 
that occur over and over again. This is an 
example of _____________________.

a. competition
b. succession
c. an ecosystem
d. a cycle

Science

3. What types of organisms appear on the bottom 
layer of an energy pyramid such as might be 
found in the park?

a. decomposers
b. scavengers
c. consumers
d. producers

Science

5. Landfills are places where humans 
____________________.

a. mine for coal
b. dispose of garbage
c. treat sewage wastes
d. preserve natural habitats

Science

7. Which of these is an example of competition 
within a species and would be found here at 
Cuyahoga Valley National Park?

a. a vine killing a tree by blocking  
    sunlight
b. male crickets chirping to attract  
    females
c. hyenas and vultures eating the same 
   carcass
d. a pack of lions hunting zebras

Science

2. Cuyahoga Valley is a great place to see and 
remember that respiration, photosynthesis and 
decay are all part of the _______________.

a. water cycle
b. nitrogen cycle
c. carbon cycle
d. potassium cycle

Science

4. Grasses growing back after a land reclamation is 
an example of ________________.

a. succession
b. sprawl
c. parasitism
d. decay

Science

6. This government effort made the protection of 
natural ecosystems a national goal.

a. Superfund law
b. Grassroots Act
c. National Environmental Policy Act
d. Endangered Species Act

Science

8. The _____ oversees all federal environmental 
laws.

a. Environmental Protection Agency
b. National Environmental Policy Act
c. U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
d. National Park Service

Science Game Cards
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Science

9. There are many natural gas wells found within 
Cuyahoga Valley National Park. Natural gas, 
like coal, is a fossil fuel; however, coal is made 
from the remains of __________________.

a. plants
b. shells
c. rocks
d. minerals

Science

11. If you find a rock sample here at the park and 
it has parallel bands of minerals, that rock was 
formed under high pressure. Your sample is a(n) 
____________________.

a. unfoliated metamorphic rock
b. unfoliated sedimentary rock
c. foliated metamorphic rock
d. foliated sedimentary rock

Science

13. You are examining a soil sample found in the 
park that is black in color. It is likely that your 
sample ____________________.

a. has a high acid content
b. consists entirely of sand
c. does not have any pore space
d. has a high humus content

Science

15. At Kendall Ledges, plants are breaking down 
bare rock with their roots. This is an example of 
_____________.

a. chemical weathering
b. mechanical weathering
c. desertification
d. terracing

Science

10. The rock cycle ____________________.
a. ends with igneous rock
b. often is seen traveling on the Towpath
c. ends with metamorphic rock
d. has no beginning or end

Science

12. Weathering is the physical or chemical 
breakdown of ____________________.

a. water
b. humus
c. rocks
d. chemicals

Science

14. The process in which something is worn down 
by rubbing one object or surface against another 
is called ____________________.

a. exfoliation
b. abrasion
c. rotation
d. tumbling

Science

16. The process in which earth material is picked up 
and moved from one place to another is called 
_______________.

a. erosion
b. drainage
c. gravity
d. creep

Science Game Cards
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Science

17. Floodplains, such as the one surrounding the 
Cuyahoga River, are usually formed _________.

a. in low areas
b. on divides
c. on mountaintops
d. in caverns

Science

19. Scientists in the park often study trees. The 
width of rings in a tree cross-section indicates 
____________.

a. the age of the tree when it died
b. the number of side roots the tree had
c. how cold the winters were when the 
    tree was alive
d. how much the tree grew in various 
    years

Science

21. How can we, as a nation, limit the pollution of 
fresh water?

a. by banning irrigation
b. by desalinating seawater
c. by building dams
d. by making laws and treaties

Science

23. Rangers often have to study the sky before 
taking visitors out for a hike. What type of 
weather does a low-pressure system bring?

a. stormy weather
b. clear weather
c. cold weather
d. warm weather

Science

18. Which statement best describes how Earth 
changes over time?

a. Earth changes very rarely.
b. Earth is constantly changing.
c. Earth is always changing rapidly.
d. Earth has never changed.

Science

20. What causes most pollution of fresh water 
including parts of the Cuyahoga River?

b. untreated wastewater from city  
    sewage systems 
b. ships that spill or dump their fuel into  
    local rivers
c. runoff carrying chemicals into water 
    bodies
d. broken septic systems on small farms

Science

22. When out hiking or biking in the park, which 
of the following is usually a source of danger in 
both thunderstorms and winter storms?

a. ice
b. precipitation
c. Llghtning
d. tornadoes

Science Game Cards
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Social Studies

1. What event brought about the end of the 
Ohio and Erie Canal?

a. the flood of 1913
b. the invention of the car
c. the Great Depression
d. the Civil War

Social Studies

3. Canal boats were powered by __________.
a. small diesel motor
b. a steam engine
c. horses or mules
d. paddles

Social Studies

5. Local American Indians called the river the 
Cuyahoga because it means this in their 
language.

a. crooked river
b. coiled serpent

c. shallow waterway

Social Studies

7. The Ohio and Erie Canal runs to this body of 
water to the north.

a. Arctic Ocean
b. Lake Erie
c. Missouri River

d. Ohio River

Social Studies

2. Cuyahoga Valley became a unit of the 
National Park Service in what year?

a. 1991
b. 1889
c. 1974
d. 1850

Social Studies

4. Which was not a way the Ohio and Erie 
Canal changed Ohio?

a. brought prosperity by moving goods  
    more quickly
b. took Ohio’s goods to farther places
c. brought items to Ohio from faraway 
    places
d. turned the ground into fertile soil  
    for farming

Social Studies

6. Which form of transportation had become 
popular toward the end of the canal era?

a. car
b. horse and cart
c. railroad
d. airplane

Social Studies

8. The Ohio and Erie Canal runs to this body of 
water to the south.

a. Ohio River
b. Gulf of Mexico
c. Rio Grande
d. Lake Erie

Social Studies Game Cards
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Social Studies

9. What was the towpath used for during the 
days of the canal?

Social Studies

11. What was used to move the canal boats up 
the changes in elevation along the canal?

a. cranes
b. pulley system
c. locks

Social Studies

13. Cuyahoga Valley National Park could not 
have been established or preserved had it not 
been for active citizens in the area. What is 
an example of a way you could help further 
preserve the area in the park?

Social Studies

15. Which one of these is not a part of the 
Cuyahoga Valley National Park?

a. Ohio and Erie Canal
b. Scenic Railroad
c. Towpath hike and bike trails
d. Coliseum of Richfield

Social Studies

10. List at least three forms of recreation people 
enjoy in Cuyahoga Valley National Park.

Social Studies

12. There is no longer a cargo railway in 
Cuyahoga Valley National Park, but the 
tracks still remain. How are the tracks used 
today?

a. They have been paved over for a trail.
b. They carry passengers on a scenic 
    railroad through the park.
c. They have no use now.

Social Studies

14. Which two immigrant groups were mostly 
responsible for digging the Ohio and Erie 
Canal?

a. Irish and German
b. Chinese and Japanese
c. English and Spanish

d. Scottish and Polish

Social Studies

16. In which northern city did the Ohio and Erie 
Canal begin?

a. Cleveland
b. Wooster
c. Akron
d. Mentor

Social Studies Game Cards
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Social Studies

17. In which southern city did the Ohio and Erie 
Canal end?

a. Zanesville
b. London
c. Chillicothe
d. Portsmouth

Social Studies

19. How did the construction of the Ohio and Erie Canal 
lead to the building of many mills along its banks?

a. Trains could pick up and carry the goods  
    that the mills produced.

b. The canal would provide quick and reliable 
    transportation for the mill workers to get  
    to and from work.

c. The water in the canal and the lock system 
    provided water power for the mills.

d. Large ships could transport goods to and from 
    the mill.

Social Studies

18. When the Ohio and Erie Canal was being 
constructed, what was the minimum depth of 
the canal?

a. 7 feet
b. 4 feet
c. 12 feet
d. 2 feet

Social Studies

20. Which famous Akron leader was 
instrumental in gathering citizen support for 
the movement to establish the Cuyahoga 
Valley area into a national park?

a. John F. Seiberling
b. Simon Perkins
c. B.F. Goodrich
d. Ferdinand Schumacher

Social Studies Game Cards
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Animal Recognition Answer Key
1. Name the animal.

a. raccoon

b. squirrel

c. badger

2. Name the insect.

a. praying mantis

b. wasp

c. blueberry dragonfly

3. Name the bird.

a. eagle

b. ovenbird

c. cardinal

4. Name the reptile.

a. snapping turtle

b. ocean turtle

5. Name the fish.

a. riverside shark

b. steelhead trout

c. catfish

6. Name the bird.

a. pelican

b. stork

c. great blue heron

7. Name the animal.

a. woodland jumping mouse

b. black-footed mouse

c. Michigan rat

8. Name the animal.

a. Indiana bat

b. flying squirrel

c. flying bat

9. Name the insect.

a. dragon butterfly

b. monarch butterfly

10. Name the animal.

a. dog

b. wolf

c. coyote

11. Name the reptile.

a. cobra

b. eastern milk snake

c. rattler

12. Name this bird.

a. great blue heron

b. albatross

c. bald eagle

13. Name this animal.

a. raccoon

b. beaver

c. squirrel

14. Name this insect.

a. praying mantis

b. wasp

c. dragonfly
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15. Name this amphibian.

a. spotted salamander

b. spotted alligator

c. spotted land fish

16. Name this bird.

a. Indiana owl

b. great horned owl

17. Name this mammal.

a. micro bat

b. Indiana bat

Animal Recognition Answer Key
18. Name this bird.

a. bald eagle

b. great blue heron

c. red-tailed hawk

19. Name this fish.

a. spotted trout

b. lake sturgeon

c. lake shark

20. Name this animal.

a. coyote

b. wolf

c. gray fox
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Language Arts Answer Key
1. Context clues: 

Cooperative nest-building between the male and female 
bonds an eagle pair closer together and prepares them 
to work as a team to raise their eaglets. Bald eagles are 
monogamous, and it is believed that they mate for life.

Based on the sentences above, what is the meaning of 
monogamous? 

a. meat eaters
b. choosy about food
c. loyal to a mate
d. helpful to others

2. Connotation and denotation:
The terrain of Cuyahoga Valley National Park includes 
stern valley walls, treacherous ravines, ponderous rock 
ledges and meandering streams.

Which adjective in the above sentence has a gentle 
connotation?

a. stern
b. treacherous
c. ponderous
d. meandering

3. Root words, prefixes and suffixes:
The Frazee House in Cuyahoga Valley National Park is a 
vernacular building. 

Vernacular comes from the Latin word vernaculus, which 
means native. Using this knowledge, we can assume the 
house is made from ___________________.

a. local building materials
b. imported bricks
c. wood brought in from unexplored areas
d. foreign materials

4. Personification:
By studying and decoding the topographical map, Nathan 
and Casey could see that both rivers and glaciers had 
sculpted and polished the landscape of the park.
 
Which words in the sentence above are examples of 
personification?

a. studying and decoding
b. Nathan and Casey
c. rivers and glaciers
d. sculpted and polished 

5. Recognizing stated information:
Most lakes, ponds and rivers in Cuyahoga Valley National 
Park are protected. Although recreational fishing is 
permitted, the National Park Service tries to keep aquatic 
habitats natural. It is illegal to introduce new species by 
using live minnows or fish eggs as bait.

The main point of the paragraph above is that _________.
a. lakes will be restocked each year, and the 

fishermen shouldn’t do it.
b. fishing is strongly discouraged in the national park.
c. preserving natural habitat is important to the 

national park.
d. bait must be dead before you are allowed to use it.

6. Similes, metaphors and analogies:
Coyotes live in Cuyahoga Valley National Park and 
throughout Ohio. Some people think coyotes are like 
a double-edged sword because they can prey on small 
pets that are permitted to run free, but they also help by 
keeping the rodent population in control.

The second sentence above is an example of a(n) _______.
a. simile
b. metaphor
c. analogy
d. personification
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Language Arts Answer Key
7. Author’s viewpoint:

I think people probably once introduced non-native fish 
into the park’s waters thinking there would be more fish to 
be caught, but they learned quickly that one species would 
become dominate and eliminate others.

The sentence above is written in which viewpoint? 

a. omniscient

b. limited omniscient

c. first person

d. none

8. Focusing a thesis statement:
Which of the following statements would make a good 
thesis statement for a classroom report? 

a. There are thousands of bird and waterfowl 
habitats recognized by the National Audubon 
Society.

b. Five rare species of birds nest in the restored 
grassland where the Richfield Coliseum once 
stood.

c. Bird migration patterns can teach countless 
things to scientists, ecologists and everyday bird 
watchers.

d. The 300-million-year creation of the Ritchie 
Ledges in the Virginia Kendall area, from ancient 
seas through federally protected land, has 
produced an interesting habitat for over 20 
species of birds.

9. Comparison and contrast:
Which of the following statements correctly compares 
coyotes to dogs? 

a. Coyotes have a longer nose compared to most 
dogs.

b. Coyotes walk with their tails hanging 
downward, while most dogs walk with their 
tails upward.

c. Coyotes follow a straight trail, while most dogs 
wander around.

d. Both animals are four-legged creatures that will 
eat a variety of food.

10. Cause and effect:
Exotic species of plants were brought to North America 
both accidentally and purposely. Sometimes they were 
planted intentionally for farming or medicinal purposes. 
Some species have become invasive by spreading 
rapidly, changing soil composition, affecting water 
chemistry and crowding other plant life.

What is a major cause of invasive plants in North 
America? 

a. rapid spreading

b. intentional planting and accidental seed 
dispersal

c. chemistry of the water

d. changing soil composition

11. Fact and opinion:
Cuyahoga Valley National Park preserves the remains 
of Jaite Mill, once operated by a paper-making company 
founded in 1905. Many of its employees lived in the 
nearby Village of Boston.

Which of the following statements would be an 
opinion? 

a. Charles Jaite, the founder of Jaite Paper 
Company, was born in Germany.

b. The first product made by Jaite Mill was paper 
used for flour bags.

c. The Village of Boston would probably never have 
developed if it hadn’t been for Charles Jaite.

d. Charles Jaite was the president of the nearby 
Standard Bag and Paper Company in 1902.
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12. Making inferences:
Deer begin to damage natural areas when their density 
reaches 10 to 20 deer per square mile. Recent deer 
population surveys in Cuyahoga Valley National Park 
estimate as many as 130 deer per square mile in some 
areas.

Which of the following statements can be inferred from 
the material above? 

a. The park will have to manage the deer 
population if it wants to continue to preserve 
the natural habitat.

b. Coyotes are predators of deer, but they don’t 
normally kill adults.

c. Too many people who live around the park are 
feeding the deer.

d. Drivers are being more cautious about deer in 
the roadways.

13. Drawing conclusions:
The canal towpath that passes through Cuyahoga 
Valley National Park is believed to have been part of 
the Underground Railroad. Slaves trying to flee their 
captivity in southern states often had to leave behind 
family and friends; trust complete strangers both black 
and white; make long journeys, often on foot and 
without proper provisions; and risk capture, torture, 
punishment and return. Still, it is thought that some 
slaves found freedom by following the Ohio and Erie 
Canal north to Cleveland.

What conclusion can be drawn from the passage above? 

a. The park was part of the Underground Railroad 
at one time.

b. The decision to escape slavery took courage and 
thought.

c. Slavery would have continued without the canal 
system in the park.

d. Slaves always left their families behind during an 
escape.

Language Arts Answer Key

14. Punctuation:
Which statement below has incorrect comma usage?

a. Hayward Kendall donated 430 acres to the 
state, the area became knownas Virginia Kendall 
Park in remembrance of his mother.

b. On December 27, 1974, President Ford signed 
the bill that officially established the national 
park.

c. Rainwater washes automotive oils, fertilizers, 
pesticides, detergents, trash and soil 
downstream to rivers and lakes in the national 
park.

d. Bikes, snowshoes and skis are all available for 
rent in the park.

15. Capitalization and spelling:
Which sentence is not capitalized and spelled correctly?

a. Scientists expected that the heavy browsing 
done by deer would damage habitat used by 
smaller animals.

b. Research was conducted in Cuyahoga Valley 
National Park using fenced and nonfenced areas 
to study the impacts of hungry deer. 

c. According to this Research, reducing the large 
number of deer in the park may be reducing the 
number of reptiles and amphibians.

d. That conclusion may not be accurate because 
other reasons for this unexpected difference 
have yet to be examined.
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Language Arts Answer Key
16. Subject-verb agreement:

Which sentence below shows accurate subject-verb 
agreement?

a. Cuyahoga Valley National Park, with its wooded 
wetlands and healthy fish populations, are an 
ideal place to locate and observe a great blue 
heronry like the one near Bath Road.

b. With its wooded wetlands and healthy fish 
populations, Cuyahoga Valley National Park 
offer ideal places to locate and observe a great 
blue heronry like the one near Bath Road.

c. An ideal place to locate and observe a great 
blue heronry like the one on Bath Road are 
in Cuyahoga Valley National Park’s wooded 
wetlands and healthy fish populations.

d. Cuyahoga Valley National Park, with its wooded 
wetlands and healthy fish populations, is an 
ideal place to locate and observe a great blue 
heronry like the one on Bath Road.

17. Correct syntax:
Which sentence below uses the clearest wording?

a. Confusing them for family calls, coyotes often 
respond to police sirens and train whistles with 
howls, barks and growls.

b. Confusing them for family calls, coyotes often 
respond with howls, barks and growls to police 
sirens and train whistles.

c. Confusing them for family calls, police sirens 
and train whistles often are responded to with 
howls, barks and growls of coyotes.

d. Police sirens and train whistles often confuse 
coyotes with howls, barks and growls who 
respond.

18. Adjectives and adverbs:
Which sentence below uses the correct adjectives and 
adverbs?

a. Restoring wetlands in Cuyahoga Valley National 
Park is a painstaking process and must be done 
slow.

b. Restoring wetlands in Cuyahoga Valley National 
Park is a painstaking process and must be done 
slower.

c. Restoring wetlands in Cuyahoga Valley National 
Park is a painstakingly process and must be 
done slow.

d. Restoring wetlands in Cuyahoga Valley National 
Park is a painstaking process and must be done 
slowly.

19. Persuasive techniques: 
Which sentence below is using the bandwagon 
persuasive technique in order to influence the reader?

a. There are currently three colonies of nesting 
herons, or heronries, in Cuyahoga Valley 
National Park, and park officials are happy with 
their success.

b. Many students your age have volunteered in 
Cuyahoga Valley National Park; it’s time for you 
to join the team and get involved, too.

c. Trillium, a park wildflower, only reproduces 
when it can reach a certain height, and the deer 
in the park are eating the plant before it can 
make seeds.

d. Over 60 species of butterflies have been 
found in the beautiful meadows and forests of 
Cuyahoga Valley National Park.
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20. Sentence completeness:
Which sentence below is not complete?

a. The amount of paving in neighboring 
communities actually has a big impact on lakes, 
streams and rivers in Cuyahoga Valley National 
Park.

b. Making wise choices about how you change 
your automobile oil, mow and fertilize your yard 
and even run your washing machine.

c. Enjoying the peace and beauty of Cuyahoga 
Valley National Park is the right of every 
American.

d. The return of the bald eagle to the Cuyahoga 
Valley is a cause for celebration, a hopeful sign 
that we are moving in the right direction.

Language Arts Answer Key
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Mathematics Answer Key
1. The Ohio and Erie Canal runs between Lake Erie and 

the Ohio River for 308 miles. Sixteen of those miles 
(between Cleveland and Akron) are located within the 
boundaries of the CVNP. Approximately what percent 
of the canal is in the park?

18 / 308 = .058 = about 6 percent

a. 6 percent

b. 95 percent

c. 20 percent

d. 16 percent

2. There is a 400-ft. difference in elevation between 
Cleveland and Akron. There are 44 locks that were used 
to raise and lower boats. Estimate the average amount 
of feet that each of these “water elevators” raised or 
lowered the canal boats?

400 / 44 is about 10 ft

a. 5 ft.

b. 10 ft.

c. 15 ft.

d. 20 ft.

3. Bald Eagles returned to the park in 2006. A small eagle 
is about 30 inches long. Their wingspan is about 7 feet. 
What is the ratio of the length to the wingspan?

7' x 12" = 84"

ratio is length = 30 inches  
 wingspan  84 inches

a. 84/30

b. 30/7

c. 30/84

d. 7/30

4. The Frazee family purchased 190 acres of land in the 
Cuyahoga Valley. An acre of land is equal to 4,840 
square yards. So the family purchased 190 x 4,840 or 
919,600 square yards of land. What does this number 
represent?

A square measure is always area.

a. Perimeter

b. Volume

c. Circumference

d. Area

5. Five percent, or 1,350 acres, of the park is farmland. 
How big is the park? How would 5 percent be written as 
a decimal?

Move the decimal point two places to the left.  
Correct answer is .05.

a. 0.5

b. 0.05

c. 5.0

d. 5.00

6. In 1994, there were 400,000 deer in the park. In 2006, 
there were 700,000. This is an increase of 75 percent. 
Write 75 percent as a fraction.

700,000-400,000 = 300,000

 difference = 300,000 = 3 
 original amt  400,000  4

a. 75/100

b. 400,000/700,000

c. 3/4

d. 1 1/2
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Mathematics Answer Key
7. Cross Country Trail is 2½ miles long. Tree Farm Trail 

is 2.75 miles. Boston Run Trail is 3.5 miles and the 
intermediate loop on Old Carriage Trail is 3¼ miles. Put 
these in order form shortest to longest trail.

Cross Country Trail = 2.5 miles
Tree Farm Trail = 2.75 miles

Old Carriage Intermediate Trail = 3.25 miles
Boston Run Trail = 3.5 miles

a. 3.5, 3¼ , 2.75, 2½

b. 2½, 2.75, 3¼, 3.5

c. 3.5, 2.75, 3¼, 2½

d. 2½, 3¼, 2.75, 3.5

8. About how many times greater is the number of species 
of plants than the number of species of birds?

10. Twenty species of reptiles are found in the park. There 
are 11 snakes, eight turtles and one skink. If you 
were out walking and you saw a reptile, what is the 
probability that it would not be a snake?

Probability (event)     = the event
  total possible outcomes

 (9 reptiles are not snakes) so P(not a snake) = 9/20

a. P(not a snake) = 11/9

b. P(not a snake) = 9/11

c. P(not a snake) = 9/20

d. P(not a snake) = 11/20

11. About 2,486,000 people visited the park in 2007. Write 
this number in scientific notation.

2,486,000 (Must have ONE whole number  
and then count places to the decimal point.)

2,486,000 = 2.486 x 106

a. 2 x 106

b. 24.86 x 105

c. 2.486 x 106

d. 2.486 x 10-6

12. The canal was built using stones that were 1 cubic foot 
(all six sides were 1 foot long). How many cubic feet 
does each stone equal?

1 cubic foot = 1' x 1' x 1' or 1 cubic foot.

a. 1 cubic ft

b. 6 cubic ft

c. 12 cubic ft

d. 216 cubic ft

Life in the Park
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200 x 4.5 = 900 so it is 4.5 times greater

a. 9 times greater

b. 4.5 times greater

c. 700 times greater

d. 3 times as many

9. Each lock in the canal was 90 feet long and 15 feet 
wide, and had a lift of 8 to 10 feet. If you wanted to find 
out how much water the lock would hold, you would 
find the_____.

Volume = l x w x h

a. area

b. perimeter

c. volume

d. surface area
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13. The park has 194 species of birds and 43 species of fish. 
What is the ratio of fish to birds?

Fish     =     43 
Birds          194

a. 43/237

b. 237/43

c. 43/194

d. 194/43

14. It is believed that there are 130 deer per square mile of 
park. Each deer gets 214,449.2308 square ft of land. The 
8 in the decimal holds what value?

.2 = tenths
.23 = hundredths

.230 = thousandths
.2308 = ten-thousandths

a. thousandths

b. tenths

c. ten-thousandths

d. hundredths

15. It is believed that there are between 60 and 100 coyotes 
living in the park. The numbers 60 and 100 would be 
called what kind of data?

Discrete data must be a whole number.  
You can’t have 1½ coyote. It either  

is a coyote or not, so the number  
must be a whole number.

a. Continuous data

b. Discrete data

c. Linear data

d. Differentiated data

Mathematics Answer Key
16. This year there were 128 active great blue heron nests 

in the CVNP. This number is two to what power?

2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 = 27

a. 25

b. 26

c. 27

d. 28

17. In 2007, about 275 million people visited the park. Of 
this number, about 285 thousand stayed overnight. The 
percent of people staying overnight is about .1 percent. 
As a decimal, this is written .001. How would this be 
written in scientific notation?

1 x 10-3

Must have one whole number and then count  
places to the decimal point. Exponent is negative 

because the number is less than one.

a. 1 x 102

b. 1 x 10-2

c. 1 x 103

d. 1 x 10-3

18. In 1857, it cost nine cents per bushel to ship corn on 
the Ohio Canal system. If you were the captain of the 
canal boat, what measure for the cargo hold would you 
need to know to determine how many bushels of corn 
you could carry?

Volume is the amount of space occupied  
by a three-dimensional object, such as a bushel.

a. Area of the cargo hold

b. Perimeter of the cargo hold

c. Volume of the cargo hold

d. Circumference of the cargo hold
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Mathematics Answer Key
19. In 1857, one canal boat carried 1,500 bushels of corn to 

market. The cost was $135. About how much did it cost 
to transport each bushel?

1500/135 is about $10 for each bushel

a. $10

b. $20

c. $30

d. $40

20. Much of the CVNP is part of the Great Lakes 
Watershed. The Great Lakes hold 95 percent of the fresh 
surface water in the United States and 20 percent of all 
the fresh water in the world. The Great Lakes hold 5,500 
cubic miles of water. What is 95 percent as a fraction in 
lowest terms?

95/5   =   19
100/5        20

a. 95/100

b. 100/95

c. 19/20

d. 20/19
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Science Answer Key
1. In order to properly manage a resource such as 

Cuyahoga Valley National Park, we must understand 
the science of nature. Water moves through the 
environment in a series of events that occur over and 
over again. This is an example of _______________.

a. competition

b. succession

c. an ecosystem

d. a cycle

2. Cuyahoga Valley is a great place to see and remember 
that the respiration, photosynthesis and decay are all 
part of the

a. water cycle

b. nitrogen cycle

c. carbon cycle

d. potassium cycle

3. What types of organisms appear on the bottom layer of 
an energy pyramid such as might be found in the park?

a. decomposers

b. scavengers

c. consumers

d. producers

4. Grasses growing back after a land reclamation is an 
example of _________________.

a. succession

b. sprawl

c. parasitism

d. decay

5. Landfills are places where humans _______________.

a. mine for coal

b. dispose of garbage

c. treat sewage wastes

d. preserve natural habitats

6. This government effort made the protection of natural 
ecosystems a national goal.

a. Superfund law

b. Grassroots Act

c. National Environmental Policy Act

d. Endangered Species Act

7. Which of these is an example of competition within a 
species and would be found here at Cuyahoga Valley 
National Park?

a. a vine killing a tree by blocking sunlight

b. male crickets chirping to attract females

c. hyenas and vultures eating the same carcass

d. a pack of lions hunting zebras

8. The _____ oversees all federal environmental laws.

a. Environmental Protection Agency

b. National Environmental Policy Act

c. U.S. Army Corps of Engineers

d. National Park Service

9. There are many natural gas wells found within 
Cuyahoga Valley National Park. Natural gas, like coal, is 
a fossil fuel; however, coal is made from the remains of

a. plants

b. shells

c. rocks

d. minerals
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10. The rock cycle

a. ends with igneous rock

b. often is seen traveling on the Towpath

c. ends with metamorphic rock

d. has no beginning or end

11. If you find a rock sample here at the park and it has 
parallel bands of minerals, that rock was formed under 
high pressure. Your sample is a(n) _______________.

a. unfoliated metamorphic rock

b. unfoliated sedimentary rock

c. foliated metamorphic rock

d. foliated sedimentary rock

12. Weathering is the physical or chemical breakdown of

a. water

b. humus

c. rocks

d. chemicals

13. You are examining a soil sample found in the park that 
is black in color. It is likely that your sample _________.

a. has a high acid content

b. consists entirely of sand

c. does not have any pore space

d. has a high humus content

14. The process in which something is worn down by 
rubbing one object or surface against another is called 
__________________.

a. exfoliation

b. abrasion

c. rotation

d. tumbling

15. At Kendall Ledges, plants are breaking down bare rock 
with their roots. This is an example of:

a. chemical weathering

b. mechanical weathering

c. desertification

d. terracing

16. The process in which earth material is picked up and 
moved from one place to another is called ___________.

a. erosion

b. drainage

c. gravity

d. creep

17. Floodplains, such as the one surrounding the Cuyahoga 
River, are usually formed ___________.

a. in low areas

b. on divides

c. on mountaintops

d. in caverns

18. Which statement best describes how Earth changes 
over time?

a. Earth changes very rarely.

b. Earth is constantly changing.

c. Earth is always changing rapidly.

d. Earth has never changed.

Science Answer Key
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19. Scientists in the park often study trees. The width of 
rings in a tree cross-section indicates _____________.

a. the age of the tree when it died

b. the number of side roots the tree had

c. how cold the winters were when the tree  
    was alive

d. how much the tree grew in various years

20. What causes most pollution of fresh water including 
parts of the Cuyahoga River?

a. untreated wastewater from city sewage systems

b. ships that spill or dump their fuel into  
    local rivers

c. runoff carrying chemicals into water bodies

d. broken septic systems on small farms

21. How can we, as a nation, limit the pollution of fresh 
water?

a. by banning irrigation

b. by desalinating seawater

c. by building dams

d. by making laws and treaties

Science Answer Key
22. When out hiking or biking in the park, you should know 

which of the following is usually a source of danger in 
both thunderstorms and winter storms?

a. ice

b. precipitation

c. lightning

d. tornadoes

23. Rangers often have to study the sky before taking 
visitors out for a hike. What type of weather does a 
low-pressure system bring?

a. stormy weather

b. clear weather

c. cold weather

d. warm weather
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Social Studies Answer Key
1. What event brought about the end of the Ohio and Erie 

Canal?

a. The flood of 1913

b. The invention of the car

c. The Great Depression

d. The Civil War

Answer: a. The flood of 1913; On March 23, 
1913, storms dumped an abnormally heavy 
amount of rain on the state, causing extensive 
flooding that destroyed aqueducts and washed out 
canal banks. In Akron, locks were dynamited to 
allow backed up floodwater to flow.

2. Cuyahoga Valley became a unit of the National Park 
Service in what year?

a. 1991

b. 1889

c. 1974

d. 1850

Answer: c. 1974; President Gerald Ford signed 
the bill on December 27, 1974, which  established 
Cuyahoga Valley National Recreation Area 
(CVNRA). The park’s name was changed by 
Congress in 2000.

3. Canal boats were powered by _________.

a. small diesel motor

b. a steam engine

c. horses or mules

d. paddles

Answer: c. horses or mules; Horses and mules 
pulled the boats by a long tether. They walked 
along the canal on the towpath. The person who 
walked beside them was called a “mule skinner.”

4. Which was not a way the Ohio and Erie Canal changed 
Ohio?

a. brought prosperity by moving goods  
    more quickly

b. took Ohio’s goods to farther places

c. brought items to Ohio from faraway places

d. turned the ground into fertile soil  
    for farming

Answer: d. turned the ground into fertile soil 
for farming; Long before the canal was built, 
settlers were moving to Ohio because of its fertile 
farming soil.

5. Local American Indians called the river the Cuyahoga 
because it means this in their language.

a. crooked river

b. coiled serpent

c. shallow waterway

Answer: a. crooked river; American Indians 
called it this because it is a U-shaped river that 
flows both south and north over its 100 mile 
course and ends at Lake Erie just 30 miles from its 
headwaters.

6. Which form of transportation had become popular 
toward the end of the canal era?

a. car

b. horse and cart

c. railroad

d. airplane

Answer: c. railroad; Before the end of the Ohio 
and Erie Canal was brought on by the flood of 
1913, railroads were being used more and more to 
transport goods and people.
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7. The Ohio and Erie Canal runs to this body of water to 
the north.

a. Arctic Ocean

b. Lake Erie

c. Missouri River

d. Ohio River

Answer: b. Lake Erie; Canal boats could run the 
length of the canal and reach Lake Erie. Goods 
could go to New York and enter the Erie Canal. 
Ultimately, goods could get to the port of New 
York City and to the Atlantic Ocean.

8. The Ohio and Erie Canal runs to this body of water to 
the south.

a. Ohio River

b. Gulf of Mexico

c. Rio Grande

d. Lake Erie

Answer: a. Ohio River; Canal boats could run 
the length of the canal and reach the Ohio River. 
Goods could go from there to the Mississippi River 
and ultimately to the Gulf of Mexico.

9. What was the towpath used for during the days of the 
canal?

Answer: as a walking path for the mules or horses

10. List at least three forms of recreation people enjoy in 
Cuyahoga Valley National Park.

Answer: bicycling, wildlife watching, fishing, 
golfing, hiking, trail running, horseback riding, 
picnicking, winter sports, public programs, riding 
Cuyahoga Valley Scenic Railroad, photography, 
etc.

11. What was used to move the canal boats up the changes 
in elevation along the canal?

a. cranes

b. pulley system

c. locks

Answer: c. locks; The canal boats would go 
into the lock. A small gate opened in front of the 
boat and allowed water to enter the lock. When 
enough water had entered to raise the boat to the 
next level, the main gate would open and the boat 
could move on.

12. There is no longer a cargo railway in Cuyahoga Valley 
National Park, but the tracks still remain. How are the 
tracks used today?

a. They have been paved over for a trail.

b. They carry passengers on a scenic railroad 
    through the park.

c. They have no use now.

Answer: b. They carry passengers on a scenic 
railroad through the park. The Cuyahoga Valley 
Scenic Railroad runs through the national park. It 
takes passengers on trips year-round.

13. Cuyahoga Valley National Park could not have been 
established or preserved had it not been for active 
citizens in the area. What is an example of a way you 
could help further preserve the area in the park?

Answer: volunteer to clean up litter along the 
trails, attend park programs, become a member of 
Cuyahoga Valley National Park Association, obey 
park rules, etc.

Social Studies Answer Key
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14. Which two immigrant groups were mostly responsible 
for digging the Ohio and Erie Canal?

a. Irish and German

b. Chinese and Japanese

c. English and Spanish

d. Scottish and Polish

Answer: a. Irish and German

15. Which one of these is not a part of the Cuyahoga Valley 
National Park?

a. Ohio and Erie Canal

b. Scenic Railroad

c. Towpath hike and bike trails

d. Coliseum of Richfield

Answer: d. Coliseum of Richfield; The coliseum 
was torn down. The land now is covered in tall 
grass and endangered birds are living there.

16. In which northern city did the Ohio and Erie Canal 
begin?

a. Cleveland

b. Wooster

c. Akron

d. Mentor

Answer: a. Cleveland

17. In which southern city did the Ohio and Erie Canal end?

a. Zanesville

b. London

c. Chillicothe

d. Portsmouth

Answer: d. Portsmouth

18. When the Ohio and Erie Canal was being constructed, 
what was the minimum depth of the canal?

a. 7 feet

b. 4 feet

c. 12 feet

d. 2 feet

Answer: b. 4 feet

19. How did the construction of the Ohio and Erie Canal 
lead to the building of many mills along its banks?

a. Trains could pick up and carry the goods that 
    the mills produced.

b. The canal would provide quick and reliable 
    transportation for the mill workers to get  
    to and from work.

c. The water in the canal and the lock system 
    provided water power for the mills.

d. Large ships could transport goods to and from 
    the mill.

Answer: c. The water in the canal and the lock 
system provided water power for the mills.

20. Which famous Akron leader was instrumental in 
gathering citizen support for the movement to establish 
the Cuyahoga Valley area into a national park?

a. John F. Seiberling

b. Simon Perkins

c. B.F. Goodrich

d. Ferdinand Schumacher

Answer: a. John F. Seiberling

Social Studies Answer Key


